Concord Christian Academy
2020-2021 High School Supply List - Gr. 9-12

Required Supplies for All Classes:
● NIV Bible
● Colored markers/pencils
● Expo markers (2 packs) with personal whiteboard
● Water bottle (labeled with student’s name)
● #2 pencils, mechanical pencils and erasers
● Black, blue and red pens
● Wide-rule, loose-leaf paper for classes requiring binders
● 2 highlighters
● 1 – heavy duty book bag
● 1 – zipper case (for markers, colored pencils, etc.)
● 2 – boxes of tissues to be shared with all of high school
● 1 - container of disinfectant wipes (non-bleach)
● Earbuds for each student needed for videos/audio lessons in many classes

Note: ALL HIGH SCHOOL students MUST bring their own personal computer or chromebook and their own whiteboard and expo markers

Special Supplies for Specific Classes:
MATHEMATICS:
● Algebra I - scientific calculator
● Geometry, Algebra II, Advanced Math, Pre-Calc, Calculus - TI - 84 Calculator

ENGLISH/LITERATURE
● 1 – 1” binder with dividers/paper & labeled with student name & subject on binder edge
● Composition notebook

SPANISH 1, 2, & 3
● 1 subject spiral notebook
● Jumbo book cover

HEALTH/SCIENCE:
● 1 – 1” binder with dividers/paper & labeled with student name & subject on binder edge

HISTORY/ECONOMICS/GOVERNMENT
● 1 – 1” binder with dividers and notebook paper & labeled with student name & subject on binder edge

PSYCHOLOGY/CRIMINAL JUSTICE
● 1 – 1” binder with dividers/paper & labeled with student name & subject on binder edge

WORLDVIEW
● 1 subject spiral notebook